Autumn One

Year 3
Literacy

What do we want the children to learn?
-Talk about features of different types of
writing and gain confidence in different
writing styles
-Use examples of different texts to base
their own writing
-Edit and improve their own writing

Pasta/Spaghetti and
Opera Afternoon

What do we want the children to
learn?
As part of the Welcome to our
world as a school year 3 will learn
about Italy; culture, religion, cities,
food language, volcanoes and
people.

Art

What learning opportunities will we provide?
-Creating Non-Fiction Leaflets
-Instructions about how to make a pizza
-Recounts about visiting Italy
-Postcards from Italy
-Stories from Italy

Our Hook into
learning is ………

What learning opportunities will
we provide?
Listening to different styles of
music
Experiencing foods of different
countries

What do we want the children to learn?

Geography
What do we want the children to
learn?
G1- I can use the correct
geographical words to describe a
place.
G4- I can use an atlas by using the
index to find places.
G5- I can describe how volcanoes
are created.
G6- I can locate and name some of
the world’s most famous
volcanoes.
G7-I can describe how earthquakes
are created.
G8-I can name a number of
countries in the northern
hemisphere

What learning
opportunities will we
provide?
Use atlas in class to
find Italy

The children will be able to practice and
build upon their key maths skills and put
them into practice.
Maths will include fun games and sometimes
use Italy to base learning around, such as
problem solving using pizza building/adding
and taking away involving cost of
food/distance up mountain as well as other
themed maths sessions where it fits.
We will also practice and build confidence in
times tables.

What learning opportunities will we
provide?
-counting and ordering numbers
-practise place value games
-adding using written methods
-subtracting using written methods
-becoming more confident with 2, 5, 10 x
table
-building on 3, 4 and 6x tables.
-Using a range of skills to measure
including mass, length, weight and
distance.

A2- I can use sketches to produce a final
piece of art.
A3- I can use different grades of pencil to
shade and to show different tones and
textures.
A5-I can use a range of brushes to create
different effects in painting.
A6-I can identify the techniques used by
different artists
A8-I can use IT to create art which includes
my own work and that of others.
A9- I can compare the work of different
artists.
A10-I recognise when art is from different
cultures

What learning
opportunities will we
provide?
Sketching landmarks in
Italy
Painting in the style of
the Sistine Chapel
Painting in the style of
Michelangelo
Discuss work by different
artists
Create own versions of
art using other artists as
a base
Explore and discuss art
from different cultures

Locate Cities
Understand the
features of a map
such as mountains,
rivers, oceans, the
key.
Locate Volcanoes
Name countries
including Italy

Maths
What do we want the children to learn?

Inspirational Italy !

Home Learning

Where is Italy on a map?
Try and make your own Pizza
at home

Design & Technology inc food tech
What do we want the children to
learn?

What learning opportunities
will we provide?

DT1- I can prove that my design
meets some set criteria.
DT2- I can follow a step-by-step plan,
choosing the right equipment and
materials.
DT7-I can work accurately to
measure, make cuts and make holes.
DT8-I can describe how food
ingredients come together.

Design own tower of Pisa in
DT books
Follow plan to create design
Design own healthy pizza
Write instructions to follow
plan
Describe and create own
pizza following instructions

Whole school exposition –
Welcome to Italy display in hall,
pizza activity with parents invited.

